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CATALOGUE 

Dimi 001 

BE 10422 

Piriform jar FS 28, almost complete (wall partly restored 

with gypsum). Light orange clay, foliated structure, more 

light-coloured surface (slip?), burnished. Dark red to 

dark brown paint. Slightly burnt. Decoration with wavy 

vertical stems. 

H. 0.095m, D. rim ca. 0.063m 

Date: LH IIB. 

Publication: Adrymi-Sismani 1999, 140, figs. 28-29; 

Adrymi-Sismani 2013, 177, fig. 30.  

NAA result: single 

 

Dimi 002 

Clay lump from the interior of the kiln. Light orange clay, 

with many large variegated and calcareous inclusions. 

One even surface. 

NAA result: DimE 

Dimi 003 

Rim fragment of a cooking pot. Clay orange, plentiful 

fine mica and medium-sized variegated inclusions; 

surface almost entirely flaked off. 

D. rim ca. 0.19m. 

Date: LH IIB-IIIA (context) 

NAA result: DimI 

Dimi 004 

Wall fragment of a closed vessel. Light orange clay, fine 

with silver mica. Exterior surface with matt white slip 

and added light red to dark red paint. Curved lines with a 

double outline. 

Date: LH IIB-IIIA (context) 

Publication: Adrymi-Sismani 1999, fig. 6b (upper row, 

right) 

NAA result: DimI 

Dimi 005 

Kylix rim fragment with vertical strap handle. Light 

orange clay, fine. Undecorated, surface probably with 

white slip, but heavily worn. 

Date: LH IIIA2. 

NAA result: DimI 

Dimi 006 

Wall and stem fragment of a kylix. Light orange clay, 

fine with mica and other small inclusions. Light-coloured 

slip and dark brown paint, heavily worn. Decoration 

consists of a band at the preserved part of the stem, and 

most likely of an octopus above. 

Date: LH IIIA2. 

NAA result: DimI 

Dimi 007 

Kylix rim fragment with handle stump. Very light yellow 

clay, fine with many small mainly reddish inclusions. 

Undecorated, very worn. 

D. rim 0.14m. 

Date: LH IIIA2. 

NAA result: X149 

Dimi 008 

Wall and stem fragment of a kylix. Light orange clay, 

fine with few medium-sized inclusions and fine mica. 

Surface light buff (slip?), largely worn off. 

D. stem ca. 0.026m. 

Date: LH IIIA. 

NAA result: DimI 

Dimi 009 

Fragment of a coarse, fired clay object with one flat side; 

found inside the kiln, but exact location unknown. 

Orange to brownish-black clay, with plenty medium-

sized to large variegated inclusions. 

NAA result: DimE 

Dimi 010 

Fired piece of clay from the kiln with one even surface. 

Orange clay with plentiful medium-sized to large 

variegated inclusions and fine mica. 
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NAA result: DimE 

Dimi 011 

Fired piece of clay from the kiln, very uneven surface; in 

some areas it appears slightly shaped, with the surface 

being more even. Orange to black (burnt) clay with 

plentiful calcareous and other small to large inclusions. 

NAA result: DimE 

Dimi 012 

BE 2968 

Rim, wall and handle fragments of an amphora (heavily 

restored with gypsum), handmade. Four vertical handles 

set just below the rim. Simple flat base. Dark brown clay, 

coarse with plenty small to large variegated inclusions.  

H. 0.28m; D. rim 0.115m. 

Date: LH IIIC Early 

Publication: Adrymi-Sismani 2013, 250, pl. 80b 

NAA result: single 

 

Dimi 013 

Piece of clay from the kiln. Soft and brown clay. 

NAA result: single 

Dimi 014 

Wall fragment of a closed vessel. Fine buff clay and 

surface. Lustrous exterior surface. Dark brown paint. 

Decoration with zigzag and foliate band 

Date: LH II. 

NAA result: MBCs 

Dimi 015 

Rim fragment of an open shape (cup/stemmed bowl/ 

goblet). Very light-coloured clay, no visible inclusions, 

surface very pale brown (10YR 8/3). Brown paint. Rim 

band in and out, wavy band below on the exterior. 

D. rim ca. 0.15m. 

Date: LH IIIA. 

NAA result: X032 

Dimi 016 

Wall fragment with a stump of horizontal round handle 

to a probably closed vessel. Pink clay, surface very pale 

brown (10YR 8/3). Reddish brown paint. Two thin 

horizontal bands enclosed by a thicker band on each side 

Date: LH IIB-IIIA1 

NAA result: MYBE 

Dimi 017 

Wall fragment of a closed vessel. Light buff, slightly 

greenish clay and lustrous exterior surface. Brownish 

black paint almost completely flaked off. Decoration of 

diagonal lines above a horizontal band. 

Date: LH IIIA (context). 

NAA result: MBKK/MBKR 

Dimi 018 

Wall fragment with stump of handle from a straight-sided 

alabastron FS 94. Pink clay, with very pale brown core 

and pale brown margins, surface very pale brown (10YR 

8/3). Reddish brown to dark brown paint. FM 57 net on 

the shoulder and horizontal bands on vertical body. 

Date: LH IIIA2. 

NAA result: MYBE 

Dimi 019 

Wall fragment of a low-footed goblet/kantharos. Light 

orange, fine clay, much fine mica, light-coloured surface. 

Undecorated. 

D. base onset 0.06m. 

Date: LH IIIA. 

NAA result: DimI 
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Dimi 020 

Rim and wall fragment of a Grey Minyan bowl with 

incurving rim and horizontal handle. Grey surface (10YR 

5/1). 

D. rim ca. 0.07m. 

Date: MH (context: LH IIIA). 

NAA result: EuA 

Dimi 021 

Stem fragment of a kylix. Fine whitish clay with grey 

core. Paint is hardly visible, perhaps not fired properly. 

Banded decoration. 

D. stem ca. 0.02m. 

Date: LH IIIA2-B. 

NAA result: TheA 

Dimi 022 

Wall fragment of a probably handmade vessel, 

presumably open. Surface pink (5YR 8/4), burnished. 

Date: LH IIIA (context) 

NAA result: DimI 

Dimi 023 

Rim fragment of a very large, possibly wheel-made 

vessel. Coarse cooking fabric, clay and surface appear 

like Aeginetan but with much silver mica and no other 

characteristic temper for Aegina. 

Date: LH IIIA (context) 

NAA result: single 

Dimi 024 

Fragment of a horizontal handle with triangular cross 

section. Reddish yellow clay, only calcareous inclusions 

visible, surface pink/reddish yellow, well burnished. 

Date: MH III-LH I? (context: LH IIIA) 

NAA result: single 

Dimi 025 

Base fragment of an open vessel, Δ1γ Ware. Fine, well-

burnished fabric. Light grey clay, turning light orange 

brown towards exterior surface. Paint almost gone, 

remaining paint light red. 

D. base 0.06m. 

NAA result: AkaR 

Dimi 026 

Long everted rim fragment of a possibly wheel-made 

cooking pot. Plentiful mica. 

D. rim ca. 0.17m? 

Date: LH IIIA (context). 

NAA result: single 

Dimi 027 

Fragment of an open vessel, most likely a monochrome 

stemmed bowl, preserving part of the bowl and domed 

stem. Surface pink (7.5YR 7/4), only calcareous 

inclusions (<0.5 mm) visible. Reddish brown paint. 

Date: LH IIIA2 

NAA result: single 

Dimi 028 

Rim and wall fragment of a krater. Orange clay, large 

calcareous inclusions, surface with matt white slip. Rim 

band in and out, unidentifiable curvilinear motif with a 

fill of curved stripes. 

Date: LH IIIA. 

Publication: Adrymi-Sismani 1999, fig. 6b (upper row, 

left); Adrymi-Sismani 2013, fig. 57 

NAA result: DimI 

Dimi 029 

Wall fragment of a carinated open vessel. Grey clay, a 

little calcareous, surface light brownish grey (10YR 6/2). 

Date: LH IIIC Early 

NAA result: DimI 

Dimi 030 

Wall fragment with horizontal handle to a deep bowl FS 

284. Very pale brown (10YR 8/3) clay and surface. 

Brown paint. Monochrome interior, three-splashed 

handle with band below. 

Date: LH IIIC Early. 

NAA result: single 

Dimi 031 

Wall fragment (neck/shoulder) of a closed vessel. Pinkish 

orange clay with small to large, mainly dark red 

inclusions. Exterior and interior surface at the rim with 

matt white slip. Reddish brown paint. Bands on upper 

and lower neck, enclosing a stretched wavy band. Bands 

on shoulder, below panel pattern. 

Date: LH IIIC Early. 
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NAA result: single 

Dimi 032 

Wall and stem fragment of a kylix, preserving an almost 

complete profile. Fine orange clay with fine silver mica, 

lighter-coloured surface. Unpainted. 

D. stem ca. 0.025m. 

Date: LH IIIC Early (context). 

NAA result: DimI 

Dimi 033 

Wall fragment of a closed? Bichrome vessel, probably 

handmade. Light red clay with inclusions of calcite and 

fine mica, reddish yellow surface (7.5YR 7/6). Exterior 

surface well burnished, interior left rough. Bands in very 

dark grey and red paint. 

Date: MH III (-LH I?) 

NAA result: DimI 

Dimi 034 

Wall fragment with part of a vertical handle, probably 

wheel-made closed vessel with grooved shoulder. Dark 

burnished surface. Fine clay, with medium-sized 

inclusions and mica. 

Date: MH. 

NAA result: KroC/KroP 

Dimi 035 

Rim fragment of a probably open vessel. Light red clay 

with grey core, micaceous. Surface reddish yellow (5YR 

7/6), burnished. Unpainted. 

Date: LH IIIB2 (context). 

NAA result: DimI 

Dimi 036 

BE 2969 

Bowl with incurving rim and flat base, restored with 

plaster. Burnished black surface. Exterior with row of 

impressed dots below rim, and impressed decoration of 

alternating groups of oblique lines below. On the interior 

side of the base impressed decoration forming a cross. 

H. 0.105m. 

Date: LH IIIC Early. 

Publication: Adrymi-Sismani 2013, 250, pl. 80a 

NAA result: single 

 

Dimi 037 

BE 22672 

Almost completely preserved stemmed krater FS 9, base 

missing. Decoration with bird and panels. 

Date: LH IIIA2 (context LH IIIB2). 

Publication: Adrymi-Sismani 1994, 228, Abb.8; Adrymi-

Sismani 2013, 217, figs. 57a, 63 

NAA result: DimI 

 

Dimi 038-039 

Modern akroteria. 

NAA result: X032 

Dimi 040 (Dimi T1) 

Clay samples taken from an exposure of an old clay pit 

in Dimini. 

NAA result: DimI 

Dimi 041 (Dimi T2) 

Clay samples taken from an exposure of an old clay pit 

in Dimini. 

NAA result: DimI 
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Dimi 042 (Dimi T3) 

Clay samples taken from an exposure of an old clay pit 

in Dimini. 

NAA result: DimI 

Dimi 043 (Dimi 043z) 

Modern brick made of local clay in Dimini. 

NAA result: single 

Dimi 044 

Modern brick made by potter Kostas Louros from local 

clay (from sampling location T2/Dimi 041) in Dimini. 

NAA result: DimI 

Dimi 045 

Modern kiln fragment from Kostas Louros' workshop, 

made of local clay (from sampling location T2/Dimi 041) 

in Dimini. 

NAA result: DimI 

Iolk 001 

Kastro/Palaia, BE 15019 (Fig.) 

Fragment (shoulder and belly) of a stirrup jar FS 173. 

Pink clay 7.5YR 7/4, with slip of the same colour. Brown 

paint. Decoration with FM 19 multiple stem on the 

shoulder and wide and narrower bands alternating on the 

belly.  

H. 0.22m 

Date: LH IIIB. 

NAA result: single 

 

Iolk 002 

Kastro/Palaia, 

Fragment of stem and base of a kylix FS 258B. Clay 7.5 

YR 8/4, buff slip 10 YR 8/3, red paint. Linear decoration. 

Date: LH IIIA2/IIIB1 

NAA result: X149 

 

Iolk 003 

Kastro/Palaia, BE 15024 

Part of a small mug FS 226. Very fine pink clay 7.5YR 

7/4, with white slip 10YR 8/2. Brown lustrous paint. Rim 

painted inside and outside. Three bands divide the vase 

into zones above and below the waist, decorated with FM 

46:22 curtailed running spiral. Monochrome handle, with 

a reserved triangle on top. The base is convex.  

H.0.055m  

Date: LH IIIB/C Early 

NAA result: X149 

 

Iolk 004 

Kastro/Palaia, 

Body sherd of a stirrup jar or flask. The belly is decorated 

with a band showing bivalve shell between broader 
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bands. Orange clay 5YR7/4-7/6. Buff pink slip 7.5YR 

8/4. Brown to red lustrous paint.  

Date: LH IIIB/C Early 

NAA result: pair with Iolk 020 

 

Iolk 005 

Kastro/Palaia, BE 15018 

Krater FS 281 (lower part and base are missing). Very 

pale brown clay 10YR 8/3, with white slip 10YR 8/2. 

Black to brown lustrous paint. Thickened rounded rim 

with a knob placed just below it, between the handles. 

Band at the rim, group of three bands bordering the 

decorative zone between handles. Decoration with a 

central triglyph with wavy lines and FM 50:6 antithetic 

spirals, monochrome interior. 

H. 0.185m, D. rim 0.245m.  

Date: LH IIIB/C Early 

NAA result: single 

 

Iolk 006 

Kastro/Palaia, BE 15023 

Fragment of a stirrup jar FS 171 (shoulder, neck, one 

handle, disk). Pink clay 7.5YR 7/4 with lustrous slip of 

the same colour. Black to brown lustrous paint. Rim 

painted. Decoration with FM 18C unvoluted flower on 

the shoulder. A loop connects the neck of the false mouth 

to the neck of the spout. Concentric circles on the disk.  

H. 0.04m, D. disk 0.035m, D. mouth 0.025m. 

Date: LH IIIB 

NAA result: MYBE 

 

Iolk 007 

Kastro/Palaia, BE 15014 

Upper part of a flask FS 192, with spout and both 

handles. Pink clay 7.5YR 7/4, buff slip same colour with 

the clay. Black to red-brown lustrous paint. Decoration 

with FM 18C unvoluted flower on the shoulder and FM 

61 zigzag between wide and narrower bands alternating 

on the belly.  

H. 0.09m, D. mouth 0.026m, D. belly 0.10m. 

Date: LH IIIB 

NAA result: single 
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Iolk 008 

Kastro/Palaia 

Rim fragment of a goblet. Orange clay 7.5YR 7/6, yellow 

lustrous slip 10YR 7/6. Black lustrous paint. Rim painted 

inside and outside, parts of a curvilinear motif below the 

rim.  

Date: LH IIB 

NAA result: MBCs 

 

Iolk 009 

Kastro/Palaia 

Rim of a handmade and burnished unpainted open shape 

with a lower attachment of a vertical handle. 

Date: LH I-IIB (context) 

NAA result: single 

 

Iolk 010 

Kastro/Palaia 

Fragment of a Vapheio cup FS 224 (rim and body). Pink 

clay 7.5YR 7/4, pink slip 7.5YR 8/4. Brown paint. Band 

at the rim (in and out), below FM 46 framed running 

spiral. 

Date: LH I 

NAA result: MYCE 

 

Iolk 011 

Kastro/Palaia 

Rim fragment of an open shape. Pale brown clay 10YR 

8/3, slip same colour with the clay. Dark brown, matt 

paint. Outside below the rim, decoration with wavy lines 

between two bands. Inside below the rim, a group of nine 

parallel vertical strokes. 

Date: LH I 

NAA result: single 
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Iolk 012 

Kastro/Palaia 

Fragment of base of a closed shape. Very pale brown clay 

10YR 7/3, lustrous slip of the same colour with the clay. 

Brown lustrous paint. A band around the base. 

Date: LH II 

NAA result: MYCE 

 

Iolk 013 

Kastro/Palaia 

Two joining sherds from the  belly of a closed shape. 

Orange semi-fine clay 5YR 6/6, with slip of the same 

colour. Red matt paint. Decorated with FM 63 hatched 

loop.  

Date: LH II(A?) 

NAA result: X093 

 

Iolk 014 

Kastro/Palaia 

Rim, handle and body fragments of a Vapheio cup FS 

224. Band at the lip, two rows of FM 64 foliate band 

divided by a double band at the mid-body, additional 

band below. Ribbon handle with oblique strokes. Fine 

clay, pink 5YR 7/4, with lustrous slip of the same colour. 

Brown lustrous paint. 

Date: LH IIA 

NAA result: X066 

 

Iolk 015 

Kastro/Palaia 

Body fragment of a closed shape. Pink clay 7.5YR 7/4, 

pink slip 7.5YR 8/4. Brown to black lustrous paint. 

Decorated with curved parallel lines. 

Date: LH II 

NAA result: MBCs 
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Iolk 016 

Kastro/Palaia 

Fragment (handle and rim) of an open handmade 

burnished shape with a vertical high handle.  

Date: LH I-IIB (context) 

NAA result: ApoA/AkaR 

 

Iolk 017 

Kastro/Palaia 

Body fragment of a closed shape. Pink clay 7.5YR 7/4, 

with buff yellowish slip. Dark brown paint. Decoration 

with FM 63 hatched loop, probably part of a racket-tree 

pattern (FM 63:10). 

Date: LH IIA 

NAA result: AegA 

 

Iolk 018 

Kastro/Palaia 

Body fragment of a Bichrome closed shape. Orange clay 

5YR 6/6, red and brownish-black paint, wavy band 

between two horizontal bands.  

Date: LH I-IIB (context), probably LH I 

NAA result: single 

 

Iolk 019 

Kastro/Palaia 

Rim fragment of a handmade and burnished 

hemispherical bowl. Core grey, orange on the surface 

5YR 6/6. 

Date: LH I-IIB (context) 

NAA result: AkaR 
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Iolk 020 

Kastro/Palaia 

Lower body fragment of a deep bowl. Pink clay 7.5YR 

7/4, unslipped exterior. Monochrome interior. Black to 

brown clay. Decorated with FM 58 chevron and bands 

(thick above two thin ones) that define the decorative 

zone.  

Date: LH IIIB/C (context: LH I-IIB) 

NAA result: pair with Iolk 004 

 

Iolk 021 

Kastro/Palaia, BE 9048  

Complete, except for part of a handle, jug with a cutaway 

neck FS 135, found in an intramural child tomb. 

It belongs to the squat domestic type. Rim, neck and base 

monochrome. Decoration with FM 67 curved stripes in 

combination with FM 16:6 reed motif. Brown clay 7.5YR 

6/4, with slip in the same colour. Buff red to brown paint. 

H. 0.102m, D. base 0.032-.034m, D. max.0.082m. 

Date: LH IIB 

NAA result: DimI 

 

Iolk 022 

Kastro/Palaia, BE 9047  

Nearly complete unpainted squat jug. Orange semi-fine 

clay 5YR 6/6, with fugitive slip of the same colour. Strap 

handle, hollowed in the middle.  

H. 0.62m, D. rim 0.053m, D. base 0.042m. 

Date: LH I-IIB (context), probably LH I 

NAA result: single 

 

Iolk 023 

Kastro/Palaia, BE 16613  

Fragment of a handmade burnished matt-painted 

kantharos (one handle, rim and part of the upper body).  

Pale brown clay 10YR 8/3, slip same colour with the 

clay. Matt brown paint. Outside below the rim, 

decoration with tight zigzag between one band above and 

two bands below. Inside below the rim, parallel painted 

strokes in groups. Strap high-swung handle with oblique 

strokes at the edges. 

Date: LH I 

NAA result: single 
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Iolk 024 

Kastro/Palaia 

Handle and part of the body of an open handmade shape. 

Red clay, slip of the same colour, burnished. 

Date: LH I 

NAA result: single 

 

Iolk 025 

Kastro/Palaia 

Fragment of a handmade closed shape. Orange clay 5YR 

6/6, buff yellowish slip. Bichrome matt-painted with 

bands of red and brown paint. 

Date: LH I 

NAA result: single 

 

Iolk 026 

Kastro/Palaia 

Body fragment of a deep bowl FS 284. Very pale brown 

clay 10YR 8/3, buff slip of the same colour. Brown 

lustrous paint. Decoration with FM 73:14 lozenge 

combined with bivalve shells placed at the upper and 

lower corner. Monochrome interior.  

Date: LH III B/C Early 

NAA result: X149 

 

Iolk 027 

Kastro/Palaia 

Fragment of a kylix. Orange clay 5YR 7/6 with mica. Red 

lustrous paint. Decoration with FM 21 octopus. 

Date: LH IIIA2/IIIB1 

NAA result: X160 
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Iolk 028 

Kastro/Palaia 

Rim fragment of a kalathos FS 291, preserving part of a 

horizontal handle. Orange clay 5YR 7/8 with mica, pink 

slip 5YR 7/4. Red paint. Interior decorated with FM 7 

bird below a rim band, possibly a rim band on exterior. 

Date: LH IIIC Middle 

NAA result: single 

 

Iolk 029 and Iolk 030 

Kastro/Palaia 

Two rim fragments of the same krater (joining) FS 282. 

Red to brown clay 2.5YR 6/4 without slip. Dark brown 

to black lustrous paint. Flat out-turned rim, pointed knob 

placed below. Decoration with FM 8:8 snake flanking a 

complex triglyph motif including FM 58 chevron framed 

by vertical lines, fringed only on the right side. 

Monochrome interior.  

Date: LH IIIC Middle 

Publication: Batziou-Efstathiou 2003, 261, fig. 4. 

NAA result: DimI 

 

Iolk 031 

Kastro/Palaia 

Near rim-fragment of a krater FS 282. Pink clay 5YR 7/4. 

Brown lustrous paint. Complex decoration with FM 

75:38 panelled pattern, dot-fringed isolated concentric 

circles, fringed solid circle, and parallel curved bands 

fringed with dots and strokes, perhaps belonging to an 

octopus. Monochrome interior. 

Date: LH IIIC Late 

NAA result: DimI 

 

Iolk 032 

Kastro/Palaia, BE 15031 

Deep bowl FS 284, preserving a complete profile. Pale 

brown to pink clay 7.5YR 7/4 with yellow slip 10YR 8/3. 

Brown paint. Simple flaring rim painted outside with a 

wide band. Decorated with FM 46 running spiral framed 

between the rimband and two bands below the handles. 

Thick and thin band at the base, monochrome interior.  

H. 0.15m, D. rim 0.17m, D. base 0.075m. 

Date: LH IIIC Early/Middle 

NAA result: single 
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Iolk 033 

Kastro/Palaia, BE 16612 

Fragment of a deep bowl FS 284, preserving rim, body, 

handle stump and a non-joining ring base (sampled). 

Orange clay 5YR 7/6 with yellowish slip. Brown to red 

lustrous paint. Rim painted with a band. Decoration with 

a central triglyph and FM 50:10 antithetic spirals. Group 

of fine lines below handle, band at base. Monochrome 

interior. 

Date: LH IIIB/C Early 

NAA result: pair with Buba 16 

 

Iolk 034 

Kastro/Palaia 

Body fragment of an open shape with bichrome 

decoration. Red clay 2.5YR 6/4 with yellowish/white 

slip. Red and black matt paint. Decorated with framed 

double wavy line and bands. 

Date: LH I 

NAA result: DimI 

 

Iolk 035 

Kastro/Palaia, Ka 3864/17 

Rim and body fragment of a krater FS 282. Brown-red 

clay 5YR 6/4, without slip outside. Brown paint. 

Monochrome interior. Thickened rounded rim. The 

bottom of the decorative zone is bordered by three bands 

(probably two thin framing a thick one). Decorated with 

FM 6 goat, which preserves the front of its body, neck, 

head and the forelegs. Rendered in silhouette with 

streaky paint apart from a reserved circle for the eye, the 

horns, thighs and hoofs in outline, and a hatched muzzle. 

A wavy line below the muzzle indicates the beard.  

H. 0.125m, w. 0.10m. 

Date: LH IIIC Middle 

NAA result: DimI 

 

Iolk 036 

Kastro/Palaia, Ka 3865/18 

Rim fragment of a krater FS 282. Brown-red clay 5YR 

6/4 with slip of the same colour inside. Brown paint. 

Everted, sloping rim, painted on top. Band below, 

bordering the decorative zone with FM 20 two fish 

moving right. Three oblique strokes on the back and the 

belly for the fins. Unpainted interior.  

H. 0.077m. 

Date: LH IIIC Middle 

NAA result: EuA 
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Iolk 037 

Kastro/Palaia, Ka 3868/21 

Body fragment of a krater FS 282 with stump of a handle. 

Brown clay 7.5YR 6/4, brown paint. The bottom of the 

decorative zone is probably bordered by a thick band. 

The decorative zone displays a standing man holding the 

reins and part of a quadrupeds’ body, whose tail and legs 

are preserved. The man’s head, the left upper part of the 

body and part of the legs are not preserved. It could be 

interpreted as a chariot scene, but there is no box (the 

loop-shaped object in front of the man does not extend 

back to him), and the man is very close to the ground. 

There is no space for a wheel, either. An interpretation as 

an agricultural scene seems probable. Monochrome 

interior. 

H. 0.097m, w. 0.117m. 

Date: LH IIIC Middle  

Publication: Batziou-Efstathiou 2003, 261, fig. 4. 

NAA result: DimI 

 

NIon 001 

K 2941, T.18/1969 

Fragment of a beaked jug (part of the neck and shoulder, 

and the handle). Pink clay 5YR 7/4, pink slip 5YR 8/4, 

red paint. Rim painted outside. The handle is decorated 

with a vertical wavy line. A plastic ridge and a red band 

connect the neck with the shoulder. The shoulder is 

decorated with FM 49:12 spiral or FM 22 argonaut.  

Date: LH IIB 

NAA result: MYCE 

 

NIon 003 

K 2928, T.6/1969 

Beaked jug FS 143. Very pale brown clay 10YR 7/3, slip 

of the same colour, brown paint. A ridge at the base of 

the neck. Vertical handle with a midrib, solidly painted. 

Decorated with tongue pattern on the neck, FM 64 foliate 

band on the shoulder and FM 22 isolated argonauts, set 

against an open ground on the belly. Two ancient 

mending holes on the belly. 

H. 0.263m, D. max.0.257m, D. base 0.072m. 

Date: LH IIB 

Publication: Theocharis and Theochari 1970, 198, fig. 2; 

Mountjoy 1999, 833, fig. 334.36 

NAA result: MBCs 
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NIon 005 

K 2923, T.6/1969 

Goblet FS 255. Very pale brown clay 10YR 7/4, slip of 

the same colour 10YR 8/4, red paint. Decorated with FM 

32:5 pendent rock pattern below the rim and FM 53 wavy 

line. 

H.0.105m, D. rim 0.13m, D. base 0.057m. 

Date: LH IIB 

Publication: Theocharis and Theochari 1970, 199, fig. 3; 

Mountjoy 1999, 835, fig. 334.41 

NAA result: single 

 

NIon 006 

K 2924, T.6/1969 

Piriform jar FS 28. Pink clay 7.5YR 7/4, lustrous slip 

very pale brown 10YR 8/3, brown paint. Horizontal rim, 

low concave neck, three ribbed vertical handles. Rim, 

neck and handles are solidly painted. Decorated with FM 

14 palm and bands to the lower body and base.  

H. 0.15m, D. rim 0.094m, D. base 0.061m. 

Date: LH IIIA1 

Publication: Theocharis and Theochari 1970, 199, fig. 4; 

Mountjoy 1999, 835, fig. 335.48 

NAA result: TheB- 

 

NIon 007 

K 2930, T. 9/1969 

Alabastron, rounded FS 85. Very pale brown clay 10YR 

7/3, white slip 2.5YR 8/2, brown paint. Flaring, sloping 

rim, baggy body. Decorated with bands and FM 32 rock 

pattern. Concentric circles on the base.  

H. 0.13m, D. rim 0.094m, D. base 0.16m. 

Date: LH IIIA2 

Publication: Mountjoy 1999, 840, fig. 338.66 

NAA result: single 
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NIon 008 

K 2934, T. 17/1969 

Piriform jar FS 31/44. Brown clay 7.5YR 5/4, yellow slip 

10YR 8/3, grey to brown paint. Flat rim, very low neck, 

three vertical flat handles, ring base. Rim, neck and 

handles are solidly painted. Decorated with FM 70 scale 

pattern and broad bands to the lower body and base. 

Handmade. 

H. 0.148m, D. rim 0.077m, D. base 0.062m. 

Date: LH IIB-IIIA1 

NAA result: DimI 

 

NIon 009 

K 2937, T.18/1969 

Piriform jar FS 30. Brownish yellow clay 10YR 6/6, light 

grey slip 10YR 7/2, brown paint. Horizontal rim, very 

low neck, three horizontal round handles, ring base. Rim, 

neck, handles and lowermost body are solidly painted. 

Decorated with FM 70 scale pattern and bands to the 

lower body.  

H. 0.154-0.158m, D. rim 0.088m, D. base 0.058m. 

Date: LH IIB-IIIA1 

NAA result: pair with NIon 010  

 

NIon 010 

K 2938, T. 18/1969 

Piriform jar FS 24/32. Orange clay 5YR 6/6, very pale 

brown slip 10YR 8/3, brown to red paint. Horizontal rim, 

very low neck, three horizontal round handles, ring base. 

Rim, neck, handles and base are solidly painted. 

Decorated with FM 70 scale pattern and bands. 

H. 0.20m, D. rim 0.096m, D. base 0.06m. 

Date: LH IIB 

Publication: Mountjoy 1999, 827, fig. 330.4 

NAA result: pair with NIon 009 
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NIon 011 

K 2936, T. 18/1969 

Piriform jar FS 31. Very pale brown clay 10YR 7/4, 

white slip 10YR 8/2, dark brown paint. Wide flat lip, low 

neck, three vertical flat handles. A ridge at the base of the 

neck. A wavy line on the rim. Neck, handles and 

lowermost body are solidly painted. Decorated in the 

handle zone with FM 73 lozenge and curved lines, thin 

bands between thicker ones below.  

H. 0.185m, D. rim 0.10m, D. base 0.069m. 

Date: LH IIIA1 

Publication: Mountjoy 1999, 835, fig. 335.47  

NAA result: MYBE 

 

NIon 012 

BE 5838, T.52/1981 

Piriform jar FS 32. Orange clay 5YR 7/8, yellow slip 

10YR 8/6, red paint. Wide flat lip, low neck, three 

vertical ribbed handles, ring base. A ridge at the base of 

the neck. Decorated with quirk FM 48:5 on the rim, FM 

70:3 scale pattern on the shoulder and bands below. 

Solidly painted on lowest part of body, handles and neck.  

H. 0.18m, D. rim 0.10m, D. base 0.082m. 

Date: LH IIB 

Publication: Batziou-Efstathiou 1991, 26-27, fig. 7, pl. 

18β; Mountjoy 1999, 827, fig. 330.5 

NAA result: single 

 

NIon 013 

BE 5852, T.57/1981  

Stirrup jar FS 175. Light reddish brown clay 5YR 6/4, 

light brown slip 7.5YR 6/4, brown paint. Broad disk that 

almost reaches the spout rim, ovoid body, ring base, 

airhole on the shoulder. The false mouth is decorated 

with concentric circles. Flat barred handles. Decorated 

with FM 43 semi-circles with vertical wavy line, loop 

joining the base of false neck and the spout. 

H. 0.153m, D. max. 0.131m, D. false mouth 0.036m, D. 

spout 0.029m, D. base 0.057m. 

Date: LH IIIC Late/Submycenaean 

Publication: Batziou-Efstathiou 1999, 120, fig. 9.  

NAA result: EuA 
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NIon 014 

BE 6238, T.194/1984 

Piriform jar FS 28. Very pale brown clay 10YR 7/4, slip 

of the same colour, black to brown paint. Wide flat rim, 

ring base. A ridge at the base of the neck, three round 

horizontal handles. Decorated with framed dots on the 

rim and FM 12 ivy with FM 14 palm, above FM 32 rock 

pattern and bands. 

H. 0. 089m, D. rim 0.055m, D. base 0.045m. 

Date: LH IIB 

Publication: Batziou-Efstathiou 1991, 49, fig. 27, pl. 29ε; 

Mountjoy 1999, 827, fig. 330.6 

NAA result: MYCE 

 

NIon 015 and NIon 016 

BE 14485, T.1/1995 

Piriform jar FS 25. Very pale brown clay 10YR 8/4, 

lustrous slip of the same colour, brown to red paint. 

Ovoid body, flat rim, very low base. Three missing 

vertical handles. Decorated with framed dots on the rim, 

a line with dots at the base of the neck, FM 70:1 scale 

pattern in the zone of the handles, bands on the lower 

body and vertical stripes below the handles.  

Sample NIon 16 is a body sherd most likely belonging to 

the same vessel. 

H. 0.33m, D. rim 0.142m, D. base 0.11m. 

Date: LH IIB 

NAA result: MBCs/MYBE 

 

NIon 017 

BE 14469, T.3/1995 

Piriform jar FS 15/24. Light brown clay 7.5YR 6/4, 

pinkish white slip 7.5 8/2, black paint. Flat rim, low neck, 

ovoid body, raised base. A neck ring, two horizontal and 

two vertical round handles. Decorated with zigzag on the 

rim, parallel strokes below the neck, FM 12:18 ivy and 

FM 48 quirk. The lower body is banded.  

H. 0.192m, D. rim 0.107m, D. base 0.074m. 

Date: LH IIB 

NAA result: single 
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Pefk 002 

E VIII 48, XX3, Haus 311 B. 

Bowl with shallow lower body and steep slightly inclined 

rim. Rim fragment with one preserved horizontal handle. 

Fine clay, reddish yellow break, burnished reddish 

yellow exterior surface 5YR 7/6, smoothed reddish 

yellow interior surface. Matt red paint 2.5YR 6/2 and 

2.5YR 5/8. Decorated with alternating line groups 

between horizontal bands. 

D. rim 0.33m 

Date: MH, Pefkakia-Magoula Phase 6 Früh 

Publication: Maran 1992, 164-165, pl. 78.1 

NAA result: single 

 

Pefk 003 

E VIII 50, XIX2, Haus 313 B 

Closed vessel. Wall fragment with a horizontal handle. 

Very fine clay, reddish yellow break, burnished exterior 

surface, reddish yellow 5YR 7/6 to pink 5YR 7/4, 

smoothed reddish yellow to pink interior surface. Matt 

red paint 2.5YR 5/6 and 2.5YR 5/2. Decorated with 

triangle formed by opposed line groups and horizontal 

band. 

Date: MH, Pefkakia-Magoula Phase 6 Spät 

Publication: Maran 1992, 164-165, pl. 107.5 

NAA result: TheB 

 

Pefk 006 

F VIII 24, XVII, Haus 310 A2 

Closed vessel. Wall fragment. Fine clay, red break, 

burnished pink exterior surface, smoothed reddish brown 

interior surface. Matt grey paint 5YR 6/1. Decorated with 

hourglass motive, filled with cross-hatching. 

Date: MH, Pefkakia-Magoula Phase 6 Mitte 

Publication: Maran 1992, 165, pl. 87.2 

NAA result: single 

 

Pefk 008 

E VIII 30, XIX und XIX2, Haus 310 A1 

One-handled jug with bevelled mouth. Rim, large parts 

of body and handle stump preserved. Fine clay with sand 

temper, burnished red surface 2.5YR 5/8 to 2.5YR 4/2. 

Matt dark grey paint (Δ1β Ware). Panelled decoration on 

neck with horizontal and vertical line groups and central 

pattern of parallel chevrons, zone with horizontal bands 

with joining semi-circles below the neck, decoration on 

shoulder and body with parallel chevrons and large 

triangles formed by hatched opposed diagonals and 

multiple triangles. 

H. ca. 0.19-0.225m, D. rim ca. 0.09m 

Date: MH, Pefkakia-Magoula Phase 5 

Publication: Maran 1992, 151-155, pl. 50.9, pl. XX 1a-b 

NAA result: single 
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Pefk 013 

K 649  

Kylix FS 264, unpainted, preserved handle set below the 

rim. Pink clay 5YR 7/6, very pale brown slip 10YR 8/3.  

H. (estimated) 0.155m, D. rim 0.14m. 

Date: LH IIIA2 

NAA result: AegA 

 

Pefk 014 

K 646  

Fragment of a kylix FS 257. Light yellowish brown clay 

10YR 6/4, lustrous slip of the same colour, red to brown 

paint. Decorated with a band on the rim and FM 23 

vertical whorlshells. Monochrome handles with a 

reserved triangle on top and tails at their base.  

H. (estimated) 0.18m, D. rim 0.155m, D. base 0.077m. 

Date: LH IIIA2/B1 

Publication: Theocharis 1957, pl. 17β; Mountjoy 1999, 

844, fig. 340.82 

NAA result: MYBE 

 

Pefk 015 

K 647  

Fragment of a kylix FS 256. Very pale brown clay 10YR 

7/4, very pale brown slip 10YR 8/3, red to brown lustrous 

paint. Deep semi-globular body, rounded lip. Decorated 

with a band on the rim, FM 18 elaborate flower, FM 19 

multiple stem and tongue pattern. Linear decoration with 

a group of horizontal fine lines below the decorated zone, 

additional two thin lines and two wide bands at the 

beginning of the stem.  

H. (estimated) 0.175m. 

Date: LH IIIA2 

Publication: Mountjoy 1999, 844, fig. 340.81 

NAA result: MBKR 

 

Pefk 016 

K 518 

Piriform jar FS 27. Orange clay 5YR 6/6, pink slip 5YR 

8/3, brown paint. Biconical body, spreading neck, two 

horizontal rounded handles. Neck, handles and base are 

monochrome. A band on the interior of the lip. Decorated 

with FM 64 foliate band and bands. Handmade. 

H. 0.14m, D. rim 0.075m, D. base 0.045m. 

Date: LH II (IIB according to Mountjoy) 

Publication: Wolters 1899, pl. X.3; Mountjoy 1999, 829, 

fig. 331.11 

NAA result: single 
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Pefk 017 

K 528 

Piriform jar FS 27. Pink clay 5YR 7/4, very pale brown 

slip 10YR 8/3, reddish-brown to brown paint. Low 

concave neck, biconical body, three horizontal handles, 

distinctly hollowed base. Neck, handles and base are 

monochrome. Band at interior rim. Decorated with dots 

below the neck, FM 14:10 palm above FM 32 rock 

pattern and bands. 

H. 0.136m, D. rim 0.092m, D. max. 0.135m, D. base 

0.055m. 

Date: LH II (IIB according to Mountjoy) 

Publication: Wolters 1899, pl. X.1; Mountjoy 1999, 828, 

fig. 331.8 

NAA result: single 

 

Pefk 018 

Body fragment of a mug (T.2, d.1.30 – 1.40m). 

White clay 10YR 8/2, pink slip 7.5YR 8/4, red to brown 

paint. Bands on exterior. 

Date: LH IIIA-B 

NAA result: MBKK/MBKR 

 

 Pefk 019 

Fragment of a transport stirrup jar. Pink clay with 

inclusions 5YR 7/4, pink slip 7.5 8/4 inside and outside, 

light brown paint. Linear decoration. 

Date: LH IIIB 

NAA result: Pair with Knos 27 

 

Pefk 020 

Fragment of a decorated kylix. Reddish yellow clay 5YR 

7/6, pink slip 7.5YR 8/4 inside and outside, red to brown 

paint. Two tails of vertical whorlshells. 

Date: LH IIIB1 

NAA result: MYBE 
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Pefk 021 

Fragment of a closed shape. Pink clay 7.5YR 8/4, slip of 

the same colour, brown paint. Band on shoulder and a 

fragment of an unidentified motif below.  

Date: LH III (context LH IIIA2-B) 

NAA result: single 

 

Pefk 022 

Flaring lipless rim with a beginning of a probably 

horizontal handle to a shape which cannot be securely 

identified. Because of its narrow diameter it could belong 

to a closed shape, although both the handle and the 

decoration do not support this identification. However, 

none of the known open shapes provides a good parallel 

for this piece. 

Reddish yellow clay 5YR 6/6, pink slip 5YR 8/3, red 

paint. Red band on the lip, inside and outside. Decoration 

with FM 58:10 chevron (see Mountjoy 1983, fig.30.115). 

Date: LH IIIA2 

Publication: Batziou-Efstathiou 1994, pl. 63γ1 

NAA result: TheB/KnoL 

 

Pefk 023 

Fragment of a krater with a beginning of a horizontal 

pierced handle. Pink clay 7.5YR 8/4, white slip 10YR 

8/1-2, brown paint. Splash at the handle, probably part of 

a panelled pattern with semicircles. Unpainted interior. 

Date: LH IIIA2/B 

NAA result: X149 

 

Pefk 024 

Fragment of a closed shape. White clay 2.5Y 8/2, slip of 

the same colour, brown paint. Linear decoration. 

Date: LH III (context LH IIIA2-B) 

NAA result: single 
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Pefk 025 

Ring base to a closed shape. Pink clay 7.5YR 8/4, pinkish 

white slip 7.5YR 8/2, red paint. Linear decoration. 

Date: LH IIIA2/B. 

NAA result: X010 

 

Pefk 026 

Fragment (neck) of a jug. Light grey clay 10YR 7/2, 

white slip 10YR 8/2, brown paint. Linear decoration. 

Date: LH III (context LH IIIA2-B) 

NAA result: KnoQ 

 

Pefk 027 

Fragment of a transport stirrup jar. Light grey clay 5YR 

7/1 (interior) with inclusions and pinkish white 5YR 8/2 

outside, pinkish white slip 5YR 8/2, brown paint. Linear 

decoration. 

Date: LH III (context LH IIIA2-B) 

NAA result: single 

 

Pefk 028 

Handle to a kylix or a juglet with two small protrusions. 

Reddish yellow clay 5YR 7/6, slip of the same colour, red 

paint. Monochrome decoration. 

Date: LH IIIA 

NAA result: MBKR 

 

Pefk 029 

Fragment of a Grey Minyan open shape, worn interior 

surface. Grey clay 7.5YR N5.  

Date: MH (context LH IIIA2-B) 

NAA result: EuA 
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Pefk 030 

Fragment of a transport stirrup jar. Pink clay with 

inclusions 5YR 7/4, pink slip 5YR 8/4, brown paint. 

Linear decoration.  

Date: LH III (context LH IIIA2-B) 

NAA result: single 

 

Pefk 031 

Fragment of an open shape, probably a kylix. Pink clay 

5YR 8/4, pink slip 7.5YR 8/4. Unpainted. 

Date: LH III (context LH IIIA2-B) 

NAA result: MYBE 

 

Pefk 032 

Fragment of a closed shape. Reddish yellow clay 7.5 YR 

8/6, slip of the same colour, fugitive brown paint. 

Possibly linear decoration. 

Date: LH III (context LH IIIA2-B) 

NAA result: KroP U+ 

 

Pefk 033 

Fragment of a monochrome kylix. Reddish yellow clay 

5YR 7/6, light red slip 2.5YR 6/8.  

Date: LH IIIA 

NAA result: DimI 

 

Pefk 034 

Rim fragment of a goblet/kylix/stemmed bowl (?). Very 

pale brown clay 10YR 8/4, slip of the same colour, brown 

paint. Sharply flaring rim, monochrome decoration.  

Date: LH IIIA 

NAA result: X149 Cr+ 
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Pefk 035 

Fragment of a closed shape. Reddish yellow clay 5YR 

7/6, pink slip 5YR 8/4, red paint. Monochrome 

decoration.  

Date: LH III (context LH IIIA2-B) 

NAA result: single 

 

Pefk 036 

Fragment of an open shape. Very pale brown clay 10YR 

8/4, slip of the same colour, brown paint. Monochrome 

interior, worn exterior.  

Date: LH IIIA2/B 

NAA result: KofU 

 

Vele 001 

BE 45773 

Hydria FS 128. Pale brown clay 10YR 6/3, light grey slip 

10YR 7/2, pinkish grey paint 7.5YR 6/2. Globular shape 

with a tall neck, flaring rim, and a ring base. The vertical 

handle slants inwards towards the lower attachment and 

is decorated with crossing bands and a loop at its base. 

Two horizontal rounded handles on the belly are 

decorated in the long splash system. Decoration consists 

of a band at the lip, a band on the interior of the neck, a 

band at the base of the neck, bands on the body and FM 

72 tassel pattern on the shoulder and the belly.  

Date: LH IIIC 

Publication: Batziou-Efstathiou 1994, 219, fig. 6-7 

showing entire vessel. Photograph shows only the 

sampled fragment 

NAA result: X119 

 

Vele 002 

Near-rim fragment of a deep bowl FS 285. Reddish 

yellow clay 5YR 7/8, light red paint. Decorated with a 

band on the rim and FM 50 antithetic loops. Monochrome 

interior. 

Date: LH IIIC 

Publication: Batziou-Efstathiou 1994, 222, figs. 8, 16β. 

NAA result: single 
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Vele 003 

Rim fragment of a deep bowl FS 285. Reddish yellow 

clay 5YR 7/6, slip of the same colour, red paint. Thin 

band at the rim, additional band below and FM 50 

antithetic loops. Monochrome interior. 

Date: LH IIIC 

Publication: Batziou-Efstathiou 1994, 222, fig. 16α. 

NAA result: X032 

 

Vele 004 

Rim of a krater FS 282. Reddish yellow clay 5YR 7/8, 

slip of the same colour, brown paint. Thickened rounded 

rim. Decorated with FM 46 running spiral and an 

unidentified motif, only partly preserved. Monochrome 

interior. 

Date: LH IIIC 

NAA result: DimI 

 

Vele 005 

Rim of a basin. Reddish yellow clay 5YR 6/6, reddish 

grey paint. Decorated with a band at the rim, 

monochrome interior.  

Date: LH IIIC 

NAA result: X160 or X011 

 

Vele 006 

Rim fragment of a deep bowl FS 285. Reddish yellow 

clay 5YR 7/8, reddish grey paint. Decorated with a band 

at the rim and FM 50 antithetic spiral, monochrome 

interior. 

Date: LH IIIC 

Publication: Batziou-Efstathiou 1994, 221, fig. 15β. 

NAA result: ApoA 
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Vele 007 

Fragment of a deep bowl FS 285. Reddish yellow clay 

5YR 6/8, red paint. Decorated with a rim band; only part 

of a curved line is preserved from the decoration in the 

handle zone, perhaps from an antithetic spiral. Two bands 

below the decorated zone, monochrome interior. 

Date: LH IIIC 

Publication: Batziou-Efstathiou 1994, 221, fig. 14. 

NAA result: pair with Vele 014 

 

Vele 008 

Rim of a cup. Pink clay 5YR 8/4, grey paint. Decorated 

with a band at the rim inside and outside. The band 

outside tapers towards the handle attachment (handle not 

preserved). 

Date: LH IIIC.  

NAA result: X119 

 

Vele 009 

Fragment of a deep bowl FS 285. Very pale brown clay 

10YR 8/4, slip of the same colour, very dark grey paint. 

Decorated with a band at the rim, exterior poorly 

preserved, monochrome interior. 

Date: LH IIIC 

Publication: Batziou-Efstathiou 1994, 221, fig. 13. 

NAA result: X032 

 

Vele 010 

Fragment of a krater. Pink clay 7.5YR 8/4, pink slip 5YR 

8/4, red paint. Part of a curvilinear pattern on exterior, 

monochrome interior.  

NAA result: single 
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Vele 011 

Fragment of a deep bowl. Yellow clay 10YR 8/6, slip of 

the same colour, dark grey paint. Decorated with FM 46 

running spiral, monochrome interior. 

NAA result: X119 

 

Vele 012 

Rim of a krater (or a deep basin). Reddish yellow clay 

7.5YR 8/6, slip of the same colour, brown paint. Traces 

of a horizontal strap handle attachment. Band on top of 

the rim. 

NAA result: X119 

 

Vele 013 

Rim of a deep bowl FS 285 or a cup. Pink clay 5YR 8/4, 

slip of the same colour, red paint. Decorated with a rim 

band, monochrome interior.  

NAA result: X032 

 

Vele 014 

Rim of a krater. Reddish yellow clay 5YR 7/6, light red 

slip 2.5YR 6/8, reddish brown paint. Thickened, slightly 

undercut rim. Decorated with a band on the lip and a band 

below the rim, monochrome interior.  

NAA result: pair with Vele 007 
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Vele 015 

Rim of a deep bowl FS 285 or a cup. Reddish yellow clay 

5YR 7/6, slip of the same colour, red to brown paint. 

Decorated with a band on the lip, monochrome interior.  

Publication: Batziou-Efstathiou 1994, 221, fig. 15α. 

NAA result: X032 

 

Vele 016 

Base of a closed vase. Pink clay 5YR 8/4, slip of the same 

colour. Raised and flat base. Unpainted.  

NAA result: X119 

 

Vele 017 

Fragment of the low body and base of a deep bowl. Very 

pale brown clay 10YR 8/4, slip of the same colour, dark 

grey paint. Decorated with a thick band above a ring base, 

monochrome interior. 

NAA result: KofU 

 

Vele 018 

Base of a closed vase. Reddish yellow clay 5YR 7/6, pink 

slip 5YR 8/4, light red paint. Low ring base. Decorated 

with bands on the lower body and base.  

NAA result: X148 
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Vele 019 

Base of a closed vase. Reddish yellow clay 7.5 8/6, 

pinkish white slip 7.5YR 8/2. Raised flat base, worn 

edges. Unpainted. 

NAA result: X119 

 

Vele 020 

Base and lower body of an open shape, most likely a deep 

bowl. Pink clay 7.5YR 8/4, reddish grey slip 5YR 5/2, 

dark grey paint. Ring base. Decorated with bands, 

monochrome interior.  

NAA result: OlyA Cs+  

 

 


